Basenji Club 2018 Regular Class Critique
Judge: Ms Anneli Pukkila

Baby Puppy Dogs
1. BAYENZI FITZWILLIAM DARCY: 13 weeks. Excellent type totally still a puppy. Good proportions, lovely
head, good wrinkle. Ears still a bit big. Balanced angulation nice tail and set. Excellent coat, moved well
when he wanted to.
2. WAZAZI PLAYING WITH FIRE: Excellent type and proportions. Good head‐shape, wrinkle and ears. Dark
eye. Beautiful neck and topline. Would prefer better front angulation. Excellent tail and set. Moved well.
3. WAZAZI PLAYING WITH YOUR HEART: Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head‐shape, would
prefer better stop, Excellent wrinkle and ears. Balanced angulation. Good tail and set. Moved well.
4. WAZAZI FULA DAZZLE WITH AFRIKA: Beautiful head and expression. Good ears. Good proportions.
Nice neck and topline. Excellent tail with good set. Could do with a little less weight at this age. Nice
coat. Moves when wants.
5. NAYEMBE YAAMAS JARRAH: Excellent type good proportions. Excellent head with good wrinkle.
Balanced angulation. Good tail and set. Moved well. Nice temperament.
Baby Puppy Bitches
1. BAYENZI DEEPEST DARKEST AFRIKA: Excellent type and proportions. Beautiful head and wrinkle. Dark
eye. Good neck and topline. Excellent tail and set. Balanced angulation. Nice feet. Moved well.
2. BKELA MARI AMARA: Excellent type Good proportions. Excellent head, wrinkle, eyes and ears. Good
neck and topline for her age. Enough angulation front, better rear. Good tail set. Moved well.
3. NAYEMBE YAAMAS KYIRRIE: Excellent type. Good proportions. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set.
Beautiful head with excellent wrinkle, ears and eyes. Moved well when she wanted to.
4. WAZAZI FULA LOVE WITH AFRIKA: 5 months. Excellent proportions. Excellent head and eyes. Nicely
hooded, ears still a bit big. Would prefer better front angulation. Good tail‐set but a bit loose curl.
Excellent mover from the side.
5. ZANDEENA DONT DRINK AND POST: Excellent type and proportions. Excellent head‐shape with good
wrinkle. Nicely hooded ears. Excellent neck and topline, tail and set. A bit over‐angulated behind. Nice
coat.
Junior Dog
1. KARAMO KOLUKA: Excellent type. Excellent head‐shape and wrinkles. Nice small ears. Good neck and
topline. Good tail‐set. Would prefer a bit better front angulation. Excellent coat, moved well.
2. KARAMO CHUCHO: Excellent type size and proportion. Excellent head‐shape, wrinkle, eyes and ears.
Good neck. Topline could be better and tail‐set higher. Balanced angulation. Nice coat and colour.
Moved okay.
3. KIMONDO TRIWARRIOR: Excellent type with good proportions. Good head, a bit light in the eye. Good
wrinkle, ears, neck and topline. Excellent tail and set. Balanced angulation. Moves okay. Coat not at its
best today.

Intermediate Dog
1. CH XALMES MAN OF COLOURS (AI): Excellent type, size and proportions. Beautiful head‐shape with
enough wrinkle. Good ears. Good neck and topline. Excellent tail and set. Balanced angulation. Nice feet.
Moves well when he wants. Lively temperament.
2. CH ZANDEENA GETN JIGGY WITH IT: Excellent type. Good proportions. Would prefer a bit shorter loin.
Good head with enough wrinkle. A bit light eyes. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set. Beautiful mover.
Excellent coat. Shows well.
Limit Dog
1. KARAMO KOSIMBA: Excellent type size and proportions. Good head, with excellent wrinkle and good
ears. Pigment could be a bit better. Good neck and topline, tail and set. Balanced angulation. Excellent
coat. Moves okay.
2. EURABBIE ZUES: Excellent type. Good proportions. Good head‐shape, enough wrinkle. A bit light eyed.
Excellent neck, good topline. Tail‐set could be a bit higher. Balanced angulation. Excellent movement
from the side.
3. NAYEMBE YAAMAS KIPEPEO: Excellent type and proportions. Good head‐shape, beautiful wrinkles. A
bit light eyed. Pigment could be better. Excellent neck and topline, tail and set. Coat not at its best today.
Moved okay.
State Bred Dog
1. CH ZANDEENA BREAK N ALL DA RULES: Excellent type. Good size, excellent proportions. Good head‐
shape. Enough wrinkle. A bit light eyed. Ears could be a bit smaller. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set.
Enough front angulation and good rear angulation. Moved beautifully from the side.
2. KIKONGO RED PYRAMID OF POWER (AI): Excellent type, size and quite good proportions. Beautiful
head‐ shape, wrinkles and ears. A bit light eyed. Balanced angulation. Excellent tail and set. Beautiful
coat texture. Moves well when he wants.
3. BAYENZI MARTIAN PINK DIAMOND: Excellent type and proportions, head‐shape, wrinkles, eyes and
ears. Beautiful neck, quite good topline, tail set a bit low. Would prefer better front angulation. Rear
angulation better. Excellent coat. Moves well.
Australian Bred Dog
1. ZANDEENA LOOK GOOD IN MY SHIRT: Elegant male. Excellent type and size. Good head‐shape but a
bit light and round eyes. Enough wrinkle. Good neck and topline, tail and set. Balanced angulation. A bit
flat feet. Excellent coat and colour. Moved beautifully.
2. CH KARAMO MIKOLO: Excellent type with good proportions. Good head, a bit snipey in the muzzle.
Enough wrinkles. Good ears, neck and topline. Excellent tail‐set. One curl tail. Balanced angulation.
Moves well. Not in best coat today.
3. CH ZANDEENA WHO SHOT JR: Excellent type quite good proportions. Good head‐shape and wrinkles.
A bit light eyed and big ears. Irregular bite. Beautiful neck topline tail and set. Would prefer a bit less
rear angulation. Moves well. Excellent coat.
Open Dog
1. SUP CH LOMAR HAT TRICK: Excellent type, size and proportions. Beautiful head‐shape with enough
wrinkles. A bit light eyes. Good ears. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set. A bit upright in shoulder, good
rear. Nice feet. Moved with excellent drive and with good carriage.

2. CH KARAMO DANCING LEOPARD: Excellent type size and proportions. Good head‐shape, wrinkle and
ears. A bit light eyes. Good neck, topline tail and set. Balanced angulation. Moved well. Nice brindle
colour.
3. SUP CH ZANDEENA GETN MY GAME ON: Tall boy with good proportions. Good head‐shape, a bit light
and round eyes. Enough wrinkle. Well hooded but a bit big ears. Excellent topline, neck, tail and set.
Would prefer a bit more balance in angulation. Beautiful tricolour coat and colour. Excellent mover.
Veteran 7 and under 10 Years
1. SUP CH ZANDEENA A TWIST OF FATE: 7 years old veteran. Excellent type, good proportions. Excellent
head‐ shape with enough wrinkle. A bit light eyed. Good neck and topline, excellent tail and set. Balanced
angulation. Moves beautifully.
2. GR CH REMWIN CHEEKY LIASONS: Excellent type, size and proportions. A bit cheeky skull, good ears,
a bit light eyes. Excellent neck and topline, good tail and set. Balanced angulaon. Moves fast and well
in the ring.
3. CH BARZOOM CAPTAIN JAMES: T A very good type and size. Good head‐shape. Excellent wrinkle and
ears Good eyes. Excellent neck, good topline. Would prefer better angulation especially in the rear. Good
tail and set, excellent coat texture. Moves well.
Challenge Dog: SUP CH LOMAR HAT TRICK
Reserve: CH XALMES MAN OF COLOURS (AI)

Junior Bitches
1. NONAYM BLU ARROWS OTHE CONGO: Excellent type, size and proportions. Beautiful head‐shape,
ears and wrinkle. Excellent pigmentation. A bit light eyes. Good neck and topline. Excellent tail and set.
Balanced angulation. Beautiful coat and colour. Moves well.
2. KARAMO LOBIBI: Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head‐shape, excellent wrinkle, eyes and
ears. Would prefer a bit better underjaw. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set. Balanced angulation.
Excellent coat texture. Moves well.
3. CH REMWIN NEVERGONNABREAKMYSTRIDE: Very lively tricolour junior bitch. Good size and
proportions. Good head, but underjaw could be better. A bit light eyes. Good ears and wrinkle. Excellent
neck, topline, tail and set. Good feet. Angulation balanced enough. Moved lively and well when she
wanted.
Intermediate
1. CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP SISTER (AI): Excellent type, size and proportions. Beautiful head‐shape Good
eyes, ears and wrinkles. A bit straight upper arm. Good rear. Excellent tail and set. Beautiful coat. Feet a
bit flat. Moves well from side.
2. CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL: Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head‐shape, excellent
wrinkle. Good ears. Good pigmentation. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set. Balanced angulation. Feet
could be better in front. Excellent coat and colour. Excellent movement.

3. CH KAZOR'S FOLLOW ME TO THE BANK (IMP USA): Excellent type, good proportions. Good head‐
shape, wrinkle and ears. Light eyes. Good neck, topline, tail and set. Good feet. Balanced angulation,
prefer shorter loin, moves well.
Limit Bitch
1. ZANZIPOW BOWIES ZIGGY STARDUST: Excellent type size and proportions. Good head‐shape,
excellent wrinkle. A bit light on eye. Excellent neck, topline, tail and set. Balanced angulation. Feet could
be better. Excellent coat and colour. Moved with good stride.
2. BAYENZI EDCORA RED DIAMOND: Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head‐shape and ears.
Excellent wrinkle. Good neck. Topline could be better. Balanced angulation. A bit low‐set tail, excellent
curl. Moves well. Good coat.
3. NAYEMBE SAFIYAS TUKIO JC: Good proportions. Excellent head‐shape with good wrinkle. Good neck.
Topline could be better. Flat feet in front. Good tail‐set. Excellent curl. Beautiful coat. Moves okay.
State Bred
1. CH ZANDEENA WHOS ON TOP: Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head‐shape with enough
wrinkle. Well hooded ears but a bit big. Light eyes. Excellent neck, topline tail and set. Balanced
angulation. Feet could be better. Nice brindle colour. Moved well.
2. CH EURABBIE SCARLETROSE: Good size and proportions. Good head‐shape and wrinkle. A bit light
eyes. Would prefer better underjaw. Excellent neck, good topline. Balanced angulation. A bit low‐set
tail. Feet could be better. Excellent coat and moved well.
3. REMWIN THISISMYTIME: Very good type and proportions. Good head‐shape and wrinkle. Low‐set
ears. Good neck. Topline and tail‐set could be better. Balanced angulation. Moved well from side. Flat
feet in front.
Australian Bred Bitches
1. CH BAYENZI HOLLY GOLIGHTLY: Good type, size and good proportions. Good head‐shape. Enough
wrinkle. Good ears, neck and topline. Balanced angulation. Enough high set tail. One curl. A bit flat front
feet. Excellent side movement. Nice colour.
2. CH WAZAZI THE WOW FACTOR: Excellent size, type and proportions Excellent head‐shape and wrinkle.
Good eyes and ears. Excellent neck, good topline. Excellent tail and set. Excellent mover from side.
Would prefer less white markings.
3. CH KARAMO ELOLI: Very good type and proportions. Good head‐shape. Underjaw could be better.
Enough wrinkle. Good neck and topline. A bit low‐set tail. Fine boned. Front feet could be better. Very
nice brindle colour. Moves okay when wants.
Open Bitches
1. CH NGOZI SHES TOO COOL (AI): Excellent type size and proportions. Beautiful head‐shape. Excellent
wrinkle, ears and eyes. Excellent topline, tail and set. Would prefer better front angulation. Good rear.
Moved with good carriage and drive. Beautiful coat.
2. AM&AUS CH MEISTERHAUS STRIPES R THE NEW BLACK (IMP USA): Excellent type, good proportions.
Good head‐shape, a bit light eyes. Enough wrinkle, well set ears. Excellent neck and topline. Front feet
could be better. Excellent mover from side. Nice brindle colour.

3. GR CH NONAYM BELLS OF THE CONGO: Good size. Very good type. Good head‐shape but would prefer
more underjaw and darker eyes. Good ears, neck and topline. Tail‐set could be a bit better, balanced
angulation, moves okay, beautiful coat and colour.
Veteran 7 and under 10 years
1. SUP CH REMWIN KISSMYCHEEK: 8.5 years old vet bitch shown in beautiful condition. Moved with
perfect engagement around the ring. Excellent type, size and proportions. Good head, wrinkles, ears, a
bit light eyes. Balanced angulation. Good coat. Lovely veteran.
Veteran 10 years and over
1. CH EURABBIE BLACK ROSE: 10-year-old vet bitch. Still moving quite nicely around the ring. Good head,
a bit light eyes. Good proportions. Balanced angulation. Nice coat.
2. KIMONDO JUNGLE JANE: 10-year-old brindle veteran with good proportions. A bit snipey in the head.
Good ears, neck and topline. Moved well from the side and good for her age. Nice brindle colour.
Challenge Bitch: CH NGOZI SHES TOO COOL (AI)
Reserve Challenge: CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP SISTER (AI)

BIS: CH NGOZI SHES TOO COOL (AI)
RUBIS and Opposite sex in show: SUP CH LOMAR HAT TRICK

Neuter Male (no critiques)
1 CH & NEUT CH WAZAZI HIGH VELOCITY
2 GR CH REMWIN LITTLEBITOFCHEEK
3 DUAL CH (LC) WAZAZI DIAMONDS WILL DO IT
Neuter Bitch (no critiques)
1 CH WAZAZI RAPT IN RUBYS
2 TAMARD THUNDABIRD
NEUTER IN SHOW: CH & NEUT CH WAZAZI RAPT IN RUBYS
RUNNER UP NEUTER IN SHOW: CH & NEUT CH WAZAZI HIGH VELOCITY

